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This "breaks through to you" and gives you this experience

that's tremendously important in your life. Well, it was a relief

from the liberalism that was so wide spread but it was xaxx cer

tainly not what the Bible teaches. In contrast to that we had

and have many groups -- earnest Christians, who not only know

the great doctrines of the Bible but know the answer to every

question. They have a complete system worked out in which every

detail is worked out, and they expect you to follow them on all

the differen.t details. I think the anawer to both--approaches-is

found in these Kx.erses. We see in part. The time wh will come

when we shall see fully, and shall known even as we are known. But

that will not come until we are with our Lord Jesus. We see in part.

In answer to neo-orthodoxy, we do see! They like to talk about

the Bible doesn't give us propositional revelation. We cannot make

definite statements. We have this tremendous thing that can move

through us and operate on us, and use us but we can't make definite

statements." The answer is: The Scripture says, We see in part,

but we see. We can make definite statements. It's important we

recognize that and stand on those statements. But alas. How ready

so many of us are to ignore the latter part of that statement. We'

see in part. We are so ready to think we can know everything. And

that tendency is greatly strengthened by the general attitude of

people to look up to a leader and take everything he says, and a

great deal of the harm that has come in the world has come from

people following leaders who might have a few good ideas, but

following them on everything, the bad ideas as well! We need to

recognize we see only in part. Of course as long as you have people

who are just following and taking everything you give them, then

the attitude, You know everything is very effective
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